SNake Bracelet

You will need:
Empty toilet paper tube
Pencil
White paper
Scissor
Felt – 2 – 3 colours
Glue
Markers

Step One:
Start by drawing the snake body onto the outside of a cardboard tube. Make sure the body angles downwards slightly as you go around the tube and narrow the body until you reach the tip of the tail.

Step Two:
Carefully cut the snake body out and temporarily flatten it out onto a sheet of white paper. Use a pencil to trace the snake shape then reshape the cardboard snake back into its natural curled form.

Step Three:
Trace the paper snake shape onto felt and cut two shapes out. One felt piece for the top of the snake and one for the bottom. Glue the top and bottom felt pieces onto the cardboard snake body.

If you want to add a snake tongue, sandwich it between the felt and cardboard while gluing everything together. Reshape the covered cardboard as needed and let the felt dry.

Add a couple of marker dots for nostrils and eyes and your little friend is ready to wear!

Froglife is a UK wildlife charity committed to the conservation of amphibians and reptiles - working with people, enhancing lives together for a healthier planet.
Find out more about our education projects and activities at www.froglife.org